
Designed for small shop or commercial/industrial applications.
Clean uncluttered easy-to-use interface with layers of menus.
Optimized for Plasma cutting. Alternate screens and profile for routing.
Inneractive lighted buttons show status at a glance.
Fully DCC ready for automatic cutting supports all DTHCIV setting options.
Supports TAP for Hypertherm RS485 to control Cut Current and Air Pressure.
Built on stable LINUX OS.
Full REAL TIME operation .
Integrated High Speed Ethernet Motion Card for smooth motor control.
Most system hardware settings hidden from operator.  Easy setup.
Supports 10 opto-isolated inputs.  5 full independent axis of control.
Instant DTHC ON/OFF (hardware control).
Custom POST for SheetCAM for Electronic Cut Chart (plasma Tool table).
Requires one Ethernet port and one USB port (for RS485 adapter).
Engineered to work with control electronics from CandCNC.

NEW!  CommandCNC   Control Software from CandCNC
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Set any parameter
manually on screen or

run from local Stored
Cut Settings. Use the

DCC feature with
SheetCAM to use the

Electronic Cut Chart
(ECC) in the

SheetCAM tool tables
and run in Automatic

Mode where the G-
Code job file sets all of

your DTHC Settings.

TAB interface lets you
ripple thorugh Cut

Settings. DTHC
Settings and the DTHC
Motor Tuning. to quickly

confirm or change any
setting.

UPPER RIGHT SCREEN PANE

CommandCNC   Control Software Screen Details

TOOL select screen from SHEETCAM TNG using CandCNC POST

Using a pre-loaded
toolset for the Plasma
(Hypertherm 45 in this
example) you can
select by cut current
and material.  If you
are running TAP on
the Hypertherm you
will have Preset
Current and Preset Air
Pressure. The
settings are
embedded in the G-
Code and when you
run the job it
automatically changes
the settings in
CommandCNC®,  and
updates the hardware
to those values.  Full
automatic cutting.
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CommandCNC   Control Software Screen Details

With full access to the
PID settings for the high
performance DTHCIV
with the exclusive
CandCNC presets
(selectable in
SheetCAM as a cut
parameter) you get the
accuracy and flexibilty
to cut everything from
flat plate to highly
warped HVAC material
and get the response
needed for high
feedrates.

UPPER RIGHT SCREEN PANE

Set your DTHC Motor
tuning for Z the same as

your normal Z (default)
or tune it up or down to

alter the reaction
speeds for DTHC. The
DTHCIV uses a unique

Z axis sharing algorithm
that lets each process
control the same axis

using different
parameters.
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CommandCNC   Control Software Upper Screen Details

Toolpath can be displayed with or wihout rulers

MDI screen lets you type one
or multiples lines of G-Code
and execute

G-code display uses key word
color highlight Toolpath zoom with mouse or from menu

Load your G-Code generated by the
x Post and see the toolpath .

Take the system out of RESET and RUN the code and
watch it simulate the cut. You can enlarge or shrink the
toolpath display independent of the screen and add or
remove the rulers using the right-side menu bar.

Context highlighting on the G-Code scroll lets you better
read and understand what it is doing.

You can use the MDI screen to write and run code
interactively to do a quick cut or to troubleshoot.

CommandCNCLinu
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CommandCNC   Control Software Screen Details

The operator interface and ease of use is important.  CommandCNC© makes the human-
machine interface as simple and easy to use as possible while still giving the user ways to
drill down to more detailed screens, if needed. The objective is to have the screen look
and operate like a real hardware control console.

Buttons light in colors when activated

Handy slider controls for variable settings

Large, bright digital readouts (DRO’s)

Lighted indicators show system and DTHC status

Tab menus for easy navigation

Button Text color changes when lighted

Button text shows state when active

Full DTHC control at your fingertips
See the status of your DTHC at a glance

CommandCNC is a custom adaptation of LinuxCNC,  an open source CNC control software

package running on LINUX.  Certain GNU licenses cover use and distrubution of the

LINUXCNC source code while proprietary components and hardware specific libraries are

covered under a separate proprietary license and copyrights

Disclaimer:  This document contains information about software that is still in
a pre-release form. Features and screens may change in the initial release
version and subsequent releases.    .
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